How far does your imagination go?

Onix’s technological expertise has enabled us to manufacture & deliver complex bespoke designs for worldwide recognized architects/designers & major hospitality chains.

Collaborations include brands like Hard Rock Café, W-Hotels, Pullman Resorts, Hilton, Ritz Carlton, Marriott & architects/designers like Jean Nouvel, Felipe Pantone, Norman Foster, Karim Rashid or Ramón Esteve.

- 98% Recycled Glass
- Eco Friendly
- Green / Sustainable Products
How far does your imagination go?

Onix Mosaic’s wide product range enables the conception of unique tailor made spaces for each project.

• Custom Products.
• Custom Designs.
• Custom Patterns.
• Pixel Art
• Digital Print.
• Artistic Mosaic.

[Links: onixmosaico.com, Mosaic Creator, Mosaic Creator Tutorial]
HOTEL & SPA

JW Marriott Maldives

Project: JW Marriott Maldives
Location: Maldives
Category: Swimming Pool & Spa
Mosaic: Pixel Art
Iberostar Grand Hotel Portals Nous

Project: Hotel Iberostar Grand Portals Nous
Designer: M.W.
Distributor: Hidroingenia
Location: Mallorca, Spain
Category: Swimming Pool & Spa
Mosaic: Pixel Art
HOTEL & SPA

Pullman Maamutaa Maldives Resort

Project: Pullman Maamutaa Maldives Resort
Location: Maldives
Category: Swimming Pool & Spa
Mosaic: Penta Tourmaline Blend
Temptation Resort

Project: Temptation Resort Cancun
Designer: Karim Rashid
Landscape Architect: Gina Rosete
Study: Tropiqa Studio Mx
Location: Cancún, Mexico
Category: Swimming Pool & Sky lounge
Mosaic: Opalo Iridiscent Grey
HOTEL & SPA

Lyttos Beach Hotel

Project: Lyttos Beach Hotel
Location: Hersonissos, Creta, Greece
Category: Swimming Pool & Spa
Mosaic: Nieve Verde Light 25353, Arrecife Blue, Penta Arrecife Blue, Special Mix
Torre del Mar Hotel

Project: Torre del Mar Hotel
Location: Ibiza, Spain
Category: Swimming Pool & Spa
Mosaic: Opalo Blanco, Slate
Hotel Insotel Tarida Beach Sensatori Resort

Project: Hotel Insotel Tarida Beach
Designer: Hidroingenia
Location: Ibiza, Spain
Category: Swimming Pool & Spa
Mosaic: Special Mix, Nieve Beige 25461, Natureglass White
Project: Aloft Miraflores
Location: Lima, Peru
Category: Swimming Pool & Spa
Mosaic: Digital Print, Lisa 25200

HOTEL & SPA

Aloft Miraflores

Project: Aloft Miraflores
Location: Lima, Peru
Category: Swimming Pool & Spa
Mosaic: Digital Print, Lisa 25200
HOTEL & SPA

Desire Mansion

Project: Desire Mansion
Designer: Gina Rosete (Tropiqa Studio Mx)
Distributor: Artexa
Location: Cancun, Mexico
Category: Hotels & Spa
Mosaic: Hex XL Fossil
London Marriott Hotel County Hall

Project: London Marriott Hotel County Hall
Designer: RPW Design
Location: London, UK
Category: Hotels & Spa
Mosaic: Especial Blend
ARTISTIC PROJETCS

Chromadynamica Pantone UPV

Project: Chromadynamica Pantone UPV
Designer: Felipe Pantone
Location: Valencia, Spain
Category: Art
Mosaic: Special Mix
Project: Tio Navaja
Location: Panamá
Category: Restaurant
Mosaic: Hex Pattern 1 - Hex Natureglass White & Hex Natureglass Black

HOSPITALITY & RETAIL STORES

Tio Navaja
Panamá
Hard Rock Cafe

Project: Hard Rock Cafe
Location: Berlin, Germany
Category: Restaurant
Mosaic: Especial Mix
HOSPITALITY & RETAIL STORES

L’Osteria Restaurant

Project: L’Osteria Restaurant
Location: Göttingen & Münster, Germany
Category: Restaurant
Mosaic: Hex Pattern 1 - Hex Stoneglass White & Hex Stoneglass Black
Alpha Experience Shop

Project: Alpha Experience Shop
Distributor: Arles Carrelages
Location: Marseille, France
Category: Shop
Mosaic: Black Scandinavian, Venato White Matte
Earp

Project: Earp distilling co.
Distributor: Earp Bros
Location: Newcastle, Australia
Category: Commercial
Mosaic: Penta Digital Print
RESIDENTIAL POOLS

Residential
Oslo House

Project: Oslo House
Designer: Ramón Esteve
Location: Alicante, Spain
Category: Swimming Pool
Mosaic: Penta Venato White Matte
RESIDENTIAL POOLS

Residential
Costa d'en Blanes

Project: Costa d'en Blanes
Location: Mallorca, Spain
Category: Swimming Pool
Mosaic: Opalo Negro
RESIDENTIAL POOLS

Residential Complex Boas

Project: Residential Complex Boas de Ibiza
Designer: Mr. Jean Nouvel
Location: Ibiza, Spain
Category: Swimming Pool
Mosaic: Pixel Art
Residential
Panamá

Project: Residential Project
Designer: Vanessa Álvarez Arquitectura
Location: Panamá
Category: Swimming Pool
Mosaic: Tourmaline Blend, Quartz Grey
Residential Forest Blue

Project: Residential Forest Blue
Designer: Aqualian
Location: Valencia, Spain
Category: Swimming Pool
Mosaic: Forest Blue
RESIDENTIAL POOLS

Residential Bali Stone

Project: Residential Bali Stone
Location: France & Sidney, Australia
Category: Swimming Pool
Mosaic: Bali Stone & Penta Bali Stone
RESIDENTIAL POOLS

Residential Dubai

Project: Residential Dubai
Location: Dubai, UAE
Category: Swimming Pool
Mosaic: Digital Print
RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS

Residential Victoria
Project: One.Three. Bathroom Project
Designer: Kate Walker
Distributor: Earp Bros
Location: Victoria, Australia
Category: Private House
Mosaic: Hex Pattern 4,
Hex Natureglass

Residential Beechwood
Project: Beechwood House
Designer: Kate Walker
Distributor: Earp Bros
Location: Australia
Category: Private House
Mosaic: Hex Pattern 4,
Hex Natureglass
Project: Master Bathroom
Designer: Watt Architects
Location: Cluj-Napoca, Romania
Category: Private House
Mosaic: Hex Natureglass Black

RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS

Mirror Penthouse

Project: Master Bathroom
Designer: Watt Architects
Location: Cluj-Napoca, Romania
Category: Private House
Mosaic: Hex Natureglass Black
RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS

Residential
Gran Via

Project: Complete Bathroom
Designer: Peanut Design Studio
Distributor: Gibeller
Location: Valencia, Spain
Category: Private House
Mosaic: Hex XL Calacatta Gold Matte
Project: Cultra House
Designer: Simon Robinson
Location: Cultra, North Ireland
Category: Private House
Mosaic: Hex Blend Dun & Hex Pattern 1

RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS

Residential Cultra

Project: Cultra House
Designer: Simon Robinson
Location: Cultra, North Ireland
Category: Private House
Mosaic: Hex Blend Dun & Hex Pattern 1
Residential Vieux-Port

Project: Appartment MEF Renovation
Designer: Architectrices
Distributor: Carrelages de Marseille
Location: Marseille, France
Category: Private House
Mosaic: Custom Design, Border, Hex Pattern 1, Natureglass, Hex Natureglass

RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS